Testimonials

What the public said about *Echoes From the Abyss – confessions of a Nazi war criminal*:

"WHAT A POWERFUL PLAY, WELL WRITTEN, WELL ACTED, WELL DIRECTED, BRAVO TO YOU AND YOUR EXCEPTIONAL CAST."

*J. O., New York City*

"Just wanted to thank you for your reading last evening of *Echoes from the Abyss* - it was beautifully performed by an excellent cast, and as you said, it's an important work that needs to be heard."

*S. M., New York City*

Here’s what one fan said about *Blacks and Whites*:

"WAY TO GO. YOUR PLAY WAS TIMELY AND POWERFUL, THE PERFORMANCES OF YOUR ACTORS WAS INSPIRING. YOUR USE OF DIALOGUE WAS VERY PROFOUND."

*J. O., New York City*

Here’s what people said about *The Kapo*:

"KUDO'S FOR KAPO. GREAT WORK, WRITTEN WELL, PRODUCED AND DIRECTED WELL, AND A GREAT SET OF ACTORS TO TAKE THIS STORY ALONG. I BELIEVE THAT THIS WOULD MAKE A GREAT FILM. .... ALL IN ALL A WONDERFUL PIECE OF WORK."

*J.O., New York City*

"THANK YOU, MAESTRO! VERY MOVING PLAY --"

*W.W., New York City*

"I really think this is your best. The audience loved it."

*W.W., New York City*

"I want to say that I thoroughly enjoyed the play you wrote "The Kapo." The reading was brilliantly executed by a group of talented actors and the plot was riveting throughout."

*B.W., Pleasantville, NY*
Here's what people say about Captain Dingleman's Great Adventure:

"I am very happy the way the reading turned out."

   B. B., Brooklyn

"I just wanted to thank you and congratulate you on your great performance."

   B. B., Brooklyn

"Thank You Mr. Phil and Ms. Broni and thank you cast for being soooo freaking awesome... YOU ROCK!!!"

   J. S., New York City

"I really enjoyed the play and the performance."

   J. S., New York City

"It was a fun and admirable experience."

   C. L., Connecticut

"I enjoyed every moment of it."

   C. A., New York City